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We report about new observations of solar �drift pair� (DP) bursts by means of the UTR-2 radio telesope at

frequenies 10�30MHz. Our experimental data inlude both �forward� and �reverse� bursts with high frequeny and

time resolution. The reords of 301 bursts, observed in 10�12 July of 2015, are investigated. The main properties

of these bursts (frequeny bandwidth, entral frequeny and others) have been analysed. In this report our main

attention is paid to the omparison of our observations with the similar observations of deametre DPs performed

earlier during 13�15 July of 2002 in the same frequeny range. Common features of DPs in the two di�erent

piees of data samples have been found. This may indiate the possible presene of stability in the frequeny-time

properties of deametre DPs from one yle of solar ativity to another.
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introdution

Solar �drift pair� bursts were disovered by

Roberts in 1958 [7℄. DPs are deteted by ground-

based instruments at deametre (starting with iono-

spheri ut-o�) and metre wavelengths (up to

80MHz). Their harateristi features lie in a spe-

ial morphologial form on dynami spetra of radio

reords, namely they onsist of two narrow ompo-

nents separated in time, often the seond one being

the repetition of the �rst [2℄. These bursts are limited

in frequeny bandwidth and drift in frequeny [6℄.

Furthermore, their frequeny drift rate may be both

positive and negative [2, 4, 7℄. Typially, DPs are

observed during the solar storms of type III bursts,

but not every storm leads to DPs [4℄. The polar-

ization measurements of DPs show the signi�ant

di�erene in degree of polarization between the two

omponents of a pair [10℄. Di�erent theories have

been proposed in literature (see their disussion, e. g.,

in [5, 6℄), but unfortunately they explain only a part

of properties spei� to DPs. The further develop-

ment of the existing theories or making a new theory,

explaining all the DP features self onsistently, is an

atual problem for a separate onsideration.

As it was mentioned before, DPs do not our

in solar observations as often as the type III bursts.

Reall that the type III bursts are the largest popu-

lation of solar bursts. They an be both singles and

groups. A lot of them our during solar storms,

some of whih are aompanied by DPs. This ex-

plains partly why the study of DPs left more ques-

tions than answers. The last omprehensive studies

of DP properties from the observations of solar radio

emission in July of 2002 were presented in [5℄. In the

present work we ompare their results with our data

obtained from observations in 2015. This investiga-

tion will be a supplement and update to the previous

results found in deametre wavelengths range.

observations

The observations of DPs were arried out by the

T-shaped Radio Telesope UTR-2 [1℄ during two

summer ampaigns in 2002 and 2015. The instru-

ment (49

◦
39

′
N, 36

◦
56

′
E) is loated near Kharkiv,

Ukraine. In 2002 three setions (instead of 12 avail-

able) of the UTR-2 were used to get a beam of

∼ 1
◦
× 13

◦
. The radio data were reorded indepen-

dently by the analogue multihannel reeiver (10�

30MHz), tuned into seleted 60 frequenies with the

frequeny bandwidth 10�12 kHz in eah frequeny

hannel, and by DSP (Digital Spetral Polarimeter),

arried out the fast Fourier analysis in the ontin-

uous frequeny band 17.6�29.8MHz with frequeny

of 12 kHz and time resolution of 100ms [3℄. The

frequeny gaps between neighbour frequeny han-

nels in the 60-hannel spetrometer ranged from

110 kHz to 1.4MHz (most of them had 300 kHz in

frequeny spaing) depending on the radio interfer-

ene environment at 10�30MHz. Due to a omplex

and hangeable interferene �weather� in deametre

wavelengths, espeially in the daytime, the reeivers

of this spetrometer were slightly tunable from time

to time.

During the solar observations of 2015, the an-

tenna on�guration was similar to the previous one,

four setions of the north-south array. In this ase
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the solar radio emission was reeived from the an-

tenna by a new reorder, namely the digital re-

eiver/spetrometer operating in the frequeny range

of 9�33MHz with the time resolution of 50ms and

the frequeny resolution of 4 kHz. Reently this de-

vie for various radio astronomy appliations has

been developed and manufatured at the Institute of

Radio Astronomy of the National Aademy of Si-

enes of Ukraine [8℄. Notie that its appearane in

the UTR-2 observatory has improved the reliability

of obtained data.

Aording to [5℄, during the daily observations

from 6:00�12:00UT on 13�15 July of 2002, there has

been deteted about 774 DPs inluding both �for-

ward� (FDP) and �reverse� (RDP) bursts. In this

ase only 198 bursts, reorded on 13 July of 2002

using the DSP, were subjeted to a detailed analy-

sis of all the parameters, suh as the duration of the

�rst and seond omponents, the time delay between

DP omponents, instantaneous bandwidth and radi-

ation �ux. Only two parameters from the DP data

obtained by the 60-hannel spetrometer were anal-

ysed. They are entral frequenies and frequeny

drift rates of DP omponents. In the solar obser-

vations on 10�12 July of 2015 we have found 301

DP bursts, 92 of whih were RDPs, and 209 �

FDPs. All of them were reorded by the digital re-

eiver/spetrometer at 9�33MHz.

results

One of the most important harateristis of DPs

is its distribution over the frequeny range. It deter-

mines the number of events at distint frequenies

with the step of 1MHz. Fig. 1 shows the orrespond-

ing histograms for the DPs data obtained in 2002 and

2015. As it is easily seen, the number of FDPs de-

reases at high frequenies, whereas the number of

RDPs is redued to lower frequenies. A di�erene

between the DP data of 2002 and 2015 should be

noted. At low frequenies of the frequeny band the

ontribution of FDPs is underrepresented in the ob-

servations of 2002, and this is not the same in the

FDPs histogram of 2015. A similar situation is ob-

served for RDPs at high frequenies. This may be

explained by the fat that the bursts of 2002, trapped

partly in the frequeny range of observations (not

ompletely visible on the dynami spetrum), were

exluded from onsideration.

In the observations of 2015 all the DP bursts

without exeption were taken into aount. There-

fore, the histograms of 2015 indiate that the number

of RDPs inreases in the diretion of high frequen-

ies, and FDPs seek on the other diretion of the

frequeny range. This fat an be haraterized by

skewness as a measure of asymmetry of the distri-

butions. FDPs have 0.237 whereas it is −0.966 for

RDPs. Reall here that negative skew indiates a

longer tail of the distribution on the left side om-

paring to the right side, and positive skew � longer

distribution tail on the right. Unfortunately, the fre-

queny range of DP observations is not wide enough

to haraterize the distributions of FDPs and RDPs

ompletely. Observations at lower frequenies are

needed for the studying FDPs, but there is the iono-

spheri ut-o� for ground-based instruments, while

the spae-based observations do not give an aept-

able resolution in time and frequeny. Besides, their

instrumentation sensitivity is not high enough. On

the other hand, observation at higher frequenies,

that are required for the analysis of RDPs, have bet-

ter prospets with the development of a new low-

frequeny radio telesopes in the present days (see,

e. g., [9℄ and referenes therein).

Another interesting DP parameter is the total fre-

queny bandwidth oupied by suh bursts. We have

analysed this parameter for FDPs and RDPs using

observational data sample of 2015. Fig. 2 presents

their frequeny bandwidth distributions. Aording

to our data the average value of frequeny bandwidth

is 2.82 ± 1.32MHz for RDPs, and 3.6± 2.4MHz for

FDPs. Despite of the fat that the long DPs ob-

served in 2002 were not taken into aount, the av-

erage values of DPs frequeny bandwidth from the

reent observations are lose to the values from [5℄,

namely 4.07 ± 1.82MHz and 3.17 ± 1.65MHz for

FDPs and RDPs, respetively. Reall that the DPs

frequeny bandwidth from observations of 2002 has

been established by means of DSP. It is interesting

to note that our observations on 2015 learly showed

that high-frequeny edges of long DPs were loated

upward the frequeny band of the UTR-2 radio tele-

sope.

Histograms of the frequeny drift rates of DPs

for both, 2002 and 2015, data samples are shown in

Fig. 3. Comparing these two data samples, one an

notie that, basially, they have muh in ommon.

For example, the distributions of FDPs and RDPs

from 2002 and 2015 data sets have similar shapes:

ompat distribution of the FDPs and a fat tail in

the diretion of high frequeny drift rates for RDPs.

The statistial properties of these bursts are listed in

Table 1. Both data sets have similar values of means

and rms. More detailed the frequeny drift rates of

DPs will be onsidered elsewhere.

Table 1: Means and rms of DPs in frequeny drift rate

on 2002 and 2015.

years 2015 2002

type FDPs RDPs FDPs RDPs

mean, MHz/s −0.83 1.77 −0.78 1.8

rms, MHz/s 0.6 1.1 0.42 1.6

onlusions

With good reason the study of DPs an be at-

tributed to astrophysial problems aessible for in-

vestigations only at low radio frequenies (∼10�

100MHz). The ontinuous modernization of the
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Fig. 1: Comparison of entral frequeny histograms obtained for FDPs and RDPs from the observa-

tions in 2002 and 2015.

UTR-2 radio telesope improves the quality of ob-

tained results in the study of solar bursts. The

present work demonstrates one of ahievements in

this diretion. In partiular, it has been shown that

deametre FDPs and RDPs di�er in properties. On

the other hand, many similar features between these

two sets of DP data (2002 and 2015) indiate the sta-

bility of the frequeny-time properties of deametre

DPs from one yle of solar ativity to another. In

this ontext the apabilities of a new Ukrainian ultra-

broadband radio telesope GURT (Giant Ukrainian

Radio Telesope), being built now, will be extremely

useful for understanding the state of DPs in the man-

ifestation of solar ativity.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of frequeny bandwidth histograms obtained for FDPs and

RDPs aording to the observations in 2002 and 2015.

Fig. 3: Histograms of frequeny drift rates on the entral frequeny for FDPs

(white olumns) and RDPs (shaded olumns) in 2002 and 2015.
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